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THD Electronics Releases the Highly Anticipated 1x12" Combo Cabinet
SEATTLE, WA - After years of producing a line of award-winning guitar amplifiers
and speaker cabinets, THD finally introduces a new Combo Cabinet for its line of
guitar amps. After a stellar showing at the National Association of Music Merchants
(NAMM) summer show, THD's 1x12" Combo Cab was a hit before it was ever
released.
First unveiled at summer NAMM 2007 in Austin, Texas, the 1x12" Combo Cab was
met with much success. Anticipation was high despite the relative low turnout for
the event. CEO Andy Marshall minces no words. "It's one of the best sounding
cabinets I've ever heard," he said "It's every bit as full and tight as our 2x12"
cabinet, but smaller and it records beautifully."
The 1x12" Combo Cab utilizes a tuned port, bass reflex design, employing
proprietary techniques to eliminate the standing-waves that haunt typical ported
cabinets. The cabinet has been custom-tuned for a single THD "Vintage 12"
speaker, which has a sweet, clear treble and a full, tight bass response. Like all
THD speakers, the "Vintage 12" is hand-treated and custom-aged to remove the
harshness normally associated with new speakers. Tone and technology aside,
perhaps most exciting aspect of this new product is its flexibility. The 1x12"
cabinet's design allows it to be easily retrofitted with any of THD's current line of
amplifiers, including the UniValve, BiValve-30, Flexi-50 and the soon to be
released Deco-36. The 1x12" Combo is also being offered as an "empty box,"
ready to bolt an already existing THD Amplifier chassis into.
THD's 1x12" features the elegant design and quality manufacturing typical of THD
products. Under its sleek black exterior, it is constructed of thirteen-ply birch, joined
with interlocking dado edge joints with the MDG speaker baffle fully dadoed into
the sides, top and bottom of the cabinet making it extremely durable and roadworthy. Switchcraft plugs and Belden wire ensure the combo cabinet will sound
great and hold up to even the most rigorous gigging schedule. Another feature
unique to the 1x12" is its included wheels which simply slide into the inset caster
plates. Combined with its small size (20.5"x22.9"x12.5") the 1x12" combo is one of
the most easily-transported cabinets ever produced by THD.

The 1x12" combination cabinet is already shipping. For more information or to
locate a dealer, visit THD's website, www.thdelectronics.com.
THD Electronics is a guitar amplifier, speaker cabinet and amplifier accessory
manufacturer located in Seattle, Washington. For over twenty-one years, THD has
produced a wide range of award-winning guitar tube amplifiers, speaker cabinets,
and related accessories. THD's customer list includes hundreds of professional
musicians and has become a standard of excellence in the music industry. THD
Electronics has several new products slated for release in 2008. For more
information, visit the THD website, www.thdelectronics.com.

